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What I will miss most about Edendale Primary is ....

I will miss my friends
and all the Eden/Albert
sports that I have been
participating in
throughout my time at
Edendale - Genesis

I will miss all my friends
that I have had in the
years that I have had at
Edendale and the Eden
Alberts I’ve been to -
Archie

It's our final countdown to  the end of the term, and also the end of an era for our year 6 tamariki.  We
look forward to celebrating with you and our students at the end of year prize-giving today from 12noon

to 1pm, followed by the Tropical Pool Party from 2-4.30pm at our school pool and bottom field.
A reminder please to be ready to pick your child up by 4.30pm from the Shorwell Street gates. 

We wish all of our students and whānau a happy and relaxing holiday break - The Tuakana Team.

Most of all at Edendale I
will miss the people who I
will never see again. I want
to know that they are going
to have a good life. I will
miss the big year 6’s from
when I was in junior
school. I will miss the days
when both my siblings were
with me here to protect me
from the scary big kids -
Jocob

I will miss the nice
teachers in our team
and the nice times I had
experienced in my
journey of my 6 years at
Edendale - Rohan

I will miss all the love
and support that all the
staff and parents given
to the students - Felicity

I will miss my
friends,teachers and all
my experiences at
Edendale Primary
School, in the last 7
years. It has been
enjoyable,entertaining, 
rlaxing, and peaceful -
Aryan

I will miss my wonderful
friends and the teachers
- Anouk

I am going to miss all of
my friends who I might
not ever see again. Of
course I will also miss
everyone who I have
shared good memories
with - Emily

I will miss all my friends
that are going to
different schools. Also I
will miss this amazing
school and all the even
more amazing teachers
#Notllies - Dante

I will miss my friends
and the funny memories
I had at Edendale, and
to my teachers, you all
were my favourites -
Abdula

I’m going to miss all the
experiences and all the
friendships and of
course will miss most of
the teachers I’ve known
- Vinita

I will miss all my friends
and all the never to be
forgotten memories and
experiences - Ally

I will miss all of my
friends and teachers,
Also all the activities I’ve
done at Edendale - Zara

I will miss all the fun in
class, Eden Albert and
my friends going to other
intermediates - Ethan
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What I loved at Edendale Primary was ....

Making beetroot and
chocolate muffins. I
found out that you can
add vegetables to
something and it will
still taste the same but
it's healthier - Otis

Working out a fraction
of a decimal e.g. a 48th
of 0.8878091 - Bella

Learning about Jane
Goodall and the United
Nations - Jemma

Sewing a Christmas
stocking and learning
how to play different
sports - Hafsa

Sewing by threading a
needle and sewing a
gingerbread house -
Arvi
 

EPRO8. It was very
interesting because we
got to build things while
learning useful
engineering skills -
Miller

When we used toilet
paper to wrap me up
and make a mummy for
science - Sona

Doing the Albert-Eden
competitions and
representing Edendale
at sport - Riley

Doing the Tui hangout
and getting to design it -
Amelia 

Knowing how to ride a
horse, slow it down and
make it stop, thanks to
Sonshine Ranch - Amie

Learning more about the
environment and why
we need to make a
change - Rita 

Learning what pi is in
maths and how to figure
out the circumference of
a circle - Guy

Making a lot of origami
stuff. Now I know how to
make ten things -
Callum
 

Figuring out change
when selling something. I
also learned how to
figure out a profit  -
Lucy

GTT because we did
cooking and got to eat
food - Jordan

The Spheros because I
enjoy programming. I
always learn something
new when I play with
Spheros - Sophie

Swimming - it was very
enjoyable, especially
free time at the end-
James N

Learning how to do
division and fractions -
Priyanshu

Learning algebra. I felt
excited because it is
going to be useful in high
school exams - Emaan

Eden-Albert cricket 
because we got to the
final and played my
friend’s team and beat
another friend’s team -
Innes

Learning algebra. I felt
accomplished because
it was quite advanced
- Harry

Learning how to act,
sing and dance. It’s
funny goofing around
- Mahara
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The giant playground
where we played
busted and the bottom
field where we played
football and cricket - 
  Connor

The nature that has
inspired my writing
for years -  Lachlan

The football goals that
brought my friends
together. Maybe not
always scoring the
goals we wanted - Sal

In Year 4 when we did
an explosion project -
George
 
Making chocolate ice-
cream sundaes for
Maths - Daisy

Garden to Table.  The
apple crumble is
amazing - Thandie
 
Trying new things at
Sonshine Ranch - Eve

All the teachers and
all of the friends who
gave us support -
Rozalinde, Miah,
William, Ailesh

The community with
all the cultures
coming together to
create one school,
wearing mufti, the
teachers that taught
me over the years and
my friends - Noah
 
 

Beating my friends in
the card game Magic
the Gathering - Elijah
 
The council field
because we played in
the grass and built
forts - Liam

Playing cliffhanger
with my friends on the
cliff behind the Year 6
block - Ali

How exciting it was
moving classes and
how you really wanted
to be with friends -  
 Ollie

Stepping in puddles
when I had holes
in my shoes -  Pepa

What I will miss most about Edendale Primary is ....
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What I loved at Edendale Primary was ....

Last year at MERC. It
was when we went
surfing. It was fun trying
to get on the same wave
as your friend. - Rosa

Spending great time
with my friends and
learning new things-
Jemma.

Spending time with my
BFF Keeley. We always
laugh together
- Alzarah

Making friends like
Alzarah, Iva, Say Htoo,
and lots more. I find it
interesting that they all
have their own purpose
and they use it wisely -
KeeleyAt Sonshine Ranch, in

the tunnels, we found
out that Iva's watch
could light up to light
the way -Rudra

I remember me and Bao
meeting on his first day
of school and we both
like Flamingo the
youtuber  - Nahyan

Looking at my report
card and seeing which
teacher I got for the next
year ahead -Fleur

Making friends and
cherishing great
memories with and
without them - Shayla

When me and Iva met at
athletics in year 4 and
now in year 6 we are in
the same class and also
we are best friends -
Daksha

At Sonshine Ranch in
the tunnels when Luka
came out first, I came
out second and George 
 came out third  - Om

At Sonshine Ranch when
I did the swing I felt like
I had left my insides
back at the top - Lucy!!!

At Sonshine Ranch in
the caves, I saved Luis's
life by stopping a door
falling on him -
Fahim

Going to Sonshine
Ranch and we all
hopped on horses -
Kanish
 

MERC camp, where  I
learnt how to tie
different knots and how
to be independent -
Sienna

When we were at
Sonshine Ranch and I
was in the tunnel a trap
door opened under me
and I fell about a metre
then I was next to the
exit - Luka

Going to Sonshine
Ranch and going in the
pitch black tunnels -
George

Was meeting all these
new people from
different cultures and
making new friends
-Caleb

Making new friends -
Joe

Having fun at camp -
Luis

Singing Old Town Road.
I really love this school
so much. We love you
Edendale 2019 - Boston 

Playing soccer with my
friends on the bottom
field - Bao

Doing the zipline at
Sonshine Ranch - Neel

When I went to camp
and did surfing -
Chalina

Acting in the production
and singing to the school
- Olivia


